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All labels are GHS compliant.

Flying, Crawling Insect Bed Bug Killer
In the air and on the ground, this easy-to-use, water-based product controls over 15 types of 
indoor and outdoor pests including bed bugs. EPA registered and USDA classified.

Where To Use
Hotels Homes                  Restaurants  
Motels     College Dorms              Food Plants          
Airports                       Schools

For use in nonfood areas of commercial, industrial and institutional buildings and 
in households to kill common pest.
 
Flies Spiders Mosquitoes Brown  Dog Ticks
Fleas Crickets Centipedes Carpet Beetles
Ants Small Moths Cockroaches     Bed Bugs

Directions
Follow all precautions on back label of can. For flying insects, close all doors 
and windows and direct the spray upward into the center of the room with a slow 
sweeping motion. Hold spray for 5-10 seconds for an average size room. Keep 
the room closed for 15 minutes after spraying. Ventilate the room thoroughly 
before re-entry. Sweep up and discard fallen insects.
For crawling insects, direct spray on as many of the insects as possible as well as 
any parts of the room where it is suspected the insects may be harboring. Special 
attention should be paid to cracks and crevices, under stoves, refrigerators, behind 
counters etc. See container for more specific directions on other insects. 
Bed Bugs, spray mattresses, particularly around tufts and seams.  Take beds apart 
and spray in all joints.  Treat baseboards, moldings and floors..  Allow all sprayed 
articles to dry thoroughly before reuse.  After mattress is dry cover with mattress 
cover and sheet.  Do not use mattress without cover.  Repeat treatment once a 
month.

Technical Specifications
 
 CAN SIZE: .. 20 oz. NET WEIGHT:   ........15 oz.
 ODOR:  ....... Floral USDA RATING:   ......F2
 TYPE: .......... Aerosol PROPELLANT:   .......Hydrocarbon
 pH: ............... 7.5 SPRAY PATTERN:   .Fine Fogging Mist
 COLOR:   .... White Emulsion FLAMMABILITY: ....None-per 40 CFR 156.10
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